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SUMMARY OF MY RELEVANT RESEARCH AREAS:

Analytic techniques for small and large scale polymer processing flows. .
小型和大型聚合物加工流程的分析技术。
Primary Research interests:
Tim Gough completed a first degree in Mechanical Engineering and a PhD in aerodynamics at the
University of Surrey before moving to Bradford to undertake work in two phase separations for the
brewing and oil industries. For the last 12 years he has been working in the broad field of polymer
processing within the IRC in Polymer Engineering in collaboration with international industry and other
academic institutions.
His work at Bradford consists of the application of a range of analytic techniques to small and large scale
polymer processing flows. Rheo-optical studies allow the full field stress and velocity fields through a
range of geometries to be accurately quantified. These techniques are complemented by in-line and offline spectroscopic techniques including near and mid FTIR, Raman (polarised and non-polarised) and
fluorescence for determination of sample content, orientation and temperature fields.
Some of my research forms part of the £5.5 million EPSRC funded project 'Microscale Polymer Processing
– Applying the Tools' grant. This project between the Universities of Bradford, Cambridge, Durham,
Leeds, Oxford and Sheffield and major polymer manufacturers aims to follow the processing path of well
characterised polymers from synthesis through processing and property evaluation combined with the
parallel development of a mathematical and computational protocol.
In collaboration with the University of Durham and CalTech, we also probe polymer processing using
synchrotron radiation and neutron beams at international facilities both in Europe and the USA. These
studies allow us to quantify the effects of high shear on crystallisation kinetics (x-rays) of monodisperse,
bimodal and polydisperse blends and to gain measurements of molecular configuration (neutrons)
through dies using a range of novel processing equipment.
The combined use of these techniques allows the full forming process (extrusion and injection moulding)
to be fully characterised for model (e.g monodisperse MWDs and their blends) and industrial materials.
In addition I have recently become involved in the application of rheological experiments and simulations
to processing and other issues within the pharmaceutical industry (industry funded).
Substantial work with industry has been undertaken in the fields of reactive extrusion and time
dependent rheology as well as ongoing smaller collaborations to resolve a wide range of polymer
processing issues.

Topics in which you would like to develop collaborative research:
Analytic techniques for flows including rheo-optical and at process spectroscopy

Relevant existing collaborations (academic/clinical/commercial) inside or outside China.
Caltech, Stoneybrook, Grenoble beam line.
Relevant graphics, figures, pictures:

stress in flowing polymers

velocity tracking results

molecular conformation

crystallisation
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